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Purpose: Mucopolysaccharidosis type I (MPS I) is an autosomal recessive disorder resulting from a deficiency of

the lysosomal glycosidase, �-L-iduronidase (IDUA). Patients with MPS I present with variable clinical manifestations

ranging from severe to mild. To facilitate studies of phenotype-genotype correlation, the authors performed

molecular studies to detect mutations in MPS I patients and characterize single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in

the IDUA gene. Methods: Twenty-two unrelated MPS I patients were subjects for mutation detection using reverse

transcriptional polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) and genomic PCR sequencing. Polymorphism analyses were

performed on controls by restriction enzyme assays of PCR amplicons flanking nine IDUA intragenic single

nucleotide polymorphic alleles. Results: Eleven different mutations including two common mutations (Q70X,

W402X), five recurrent mutations (D315Y, P533R, R621X, R628X, S633L), and four novel mutations (R162I,

G208D, 1352delG, 1952del25bp) were identified from MPS I patients. Multiple SNP alleles coexisting with the

disease-causing mutations were detected. Allelic frequencies for nine SNP alleles including A8, A20, Q33H, L118,

N181, A314, A361T, T388, and T410 were determined. Conclusions: The results provide further evidence for the

mutational heterogeneity among MPS I patients and point out possible common haplotype structures in the IDUA

gene. Genet Med 2002:4(6):420–426.
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Mucopolysaccharidosis type I (MPS I, MIM 252800) is an
autosomal recessive disorder caused by various lesions in the
�-L-iduronidase (IDUA) gene. A wide range of clinical mani-
festations in MPS I patients have been recognized and three
major clinical subtypes, Hurler syndrome (MPS IH, severe),
Hurler-Scheie syndrome (MPS IH/S, intermediate), and
Scheie syndrome (MPS IS, mild), have been defined. MPS IH
represents the severe type with clinical features of organo-
megaly, heart disease, severe mental retardation, and death in
childhood. In contrast, MPS IS exhibits mild somatic compli-
cations, normal intelligence, and a normal life span. MPS IH/S
represents a phenotype of intermediate clinical severity. All
threeMPS I subtypes are a result of the enzymatic deficiency in
the lysosomal glycosidase IDUA (EC3.2.1.76). The deficient
IDUA causes a disruption of the sequential degradation of the
glycosaminoglycans, dermatan sulfate and heparan sulfate,

and results in lysosomal accumulation and excessive urinary
excretion of partially degraded dermatan sulfate and heparan
sulfate.1,2 Routine in vitro identification of deficient IDUA en-
zyme activity provides a definitive biochemical diagnosis for
MPS I, but the residual enzyme activity cannot correlate with
the clinical subtypes. The characterization of human IDUA
cDNA sequence3 and genomic structure4 has made possible
the identification of mutations underlying different MPS I
subtypes.5 Several studies have revealed the mutational diver-
sity and ethnic/geographic heterogeneity in MPS I patients.
Two common mutations, W402X and Q70X, were found in
more than 60% of Caucasian mutant alleles,6 mutations
704ins5 and R89Q accounted for 42% of Japanese alleles,7 and
mutation P533R was identified in 92% of mutant alleles in
Moroccan patients.8 In addition, inasmuch as multiple poly-
morphic alleles in the IDUA gene have been detected in MPS I
patients and controls, it is reasonable to hypothesize that a SNP
in combination with a disease-causing mutation could pro-
duce a modification in the MPS I phenotype or catalytic activ-
ity of the protein in controls.9 Recently, the correlation of
IDUA activity with polymorphic haplotypes was tested in a
Chinese population.10 Analyses by immunoquantitation and
enzyme kinetics of IDUA in cultured fibroblasts from normal
controls and MPS I patients indicate a high level of genetic
heterogeneity in IDUA gene where mutant alleles present dif-
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ferent effects in IDUA protein quantity, substrate affinity, and
catalytic activity.11,12 Therefore, molecular characterization of
the mutational spectrum and polymorphism distribution in
the human IDUA gene is important for achieving reliable di-
agnosis of clinical subtypes, improving prognostic prediction,
providing accurate carrier detection and informative genetic
counseling, and developing better preventive and therapeutic
approaches.
As an initial effort to provide mutation analysis for MPS I

patients enzymatically diagnosed in our laboratory, an ap-
proach based on reverse transcriptional polymerase chain re-
action (RT-PCR) coupled with direct cycling sequencing was
developed and applied to seven patients.13 Subsequently, PCR-
based restriction enzyme assayswere developed to analyze nine
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the IDUA gene. In
the present study, we summarized the mutations found from
22 unrelated MPS I patients and calculated the frequencies of
nine SNP alleles among normal American Caucasian and Af-
rican-American populations.

PATIENTS AND METHODS
Patients and normal controls

Twenty-two patients from different regions of the United
States were referred for mutation detection. All patients were
enzymatically diagnosed by the demonstration of deficient
IDUA activity in leukocyte, fibroblasts, or cultured tropho-
blasts.14 Whenever possible, clinical information and family
data were obtained to evaluate the phenotypes and counsel for
carrier detection. Peripheral blood samples or cultured fibro-
blasts or cultured trophoblasts from the affected individuals
and peripheral blood samples fromparticipating relatives were
obtained. Peripheral blood samples from 56 North American
Caucasians (33 males and 23 females) and 55 African Ameri-
cans (24 males and 31 females) were collected as normal con-
trols for SNP analysis. This study was approved by the institu-
tional review board.

Detection of IDUA gene mutations in MPS I patients

From the collected peripheral blood cells, cultured fibro-
blasts, or cultured trophoblasts, total cellular RNA was ex-
tracted using the Trizol protocol (Fisher Scientific, Suwanee,
GA) and genomicDNAwas extracted using the PuregeneDNA
isolation kit (Gentra System, Minneapolis, MN). RT-PCR se-
quencing of cDNA fragments and PCR sequencing of genomic
fragments were performed as previously described.13 Muta-
tions detected from sequencing were further confirmed by a
repeated PCR sequencing or a restriction enzyme assay pro-
vided that the mutations altered a restriction enzyme recogni-
tion site. Identified novel missense mutations were subjected
to further screening on 100 normal chromosomes to rule out a
polymorphism. The designation of detected mutations fol-
lowed the suggested nomenclature previously reported.15

Polymorphic analysis of IDUA SNP alleles in control populations

The IDUA genomic sequence has designated a 1.8 kb seg-
ment A of exons 1,2 and intron 1 at its 5' end, and a 4.5 kb
segment B containing exons 3 to 14 and introns 3 to 13 at its 3'
end. The two segments are separated by a large intron 2 of
approximately 15 kb in length.4 Polymorphism analyses were
performed on nine IDUA intragenic SNPs. Three polymorphic
alleles, A8(112C/A), A20(148G/A), and Q33H(187G/T), were
located in segment A, and the other six, L118(440T/C),
N181(631T/C), A314(1030G/C), A361T(1169G/A), T388
(1252G/C), and T410(1318C/G), were located in segment B.
Genomic DNA samples from normal controls were subjected
to PCR amplification using synthesized oligonucleotide prim-
ers flanking each SNP, then the amplicons were digested by
selected restriction enzymes (Table 1). After completion of di-
gestion, the reaction mixtures were loaded onto 2% to 3%
agarose gel and fractionated by electrophoresis to detect the
normal and polymorphic alleles. Allelic frequency for each
SNP allele was determined by direct counting of the allele in
the tested populations. The datawere presented as percentages.
For each SNP allele, the observed distribution of homozygous
and heterozygous allelotypes was compared with the expecta-
tions from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium by �2 test. The con-
structs and frequencies of SNP haplotypes were estimated by a
Bayesian haplotype inference algorithm with the use of a Hap-
lotyper program.16

RESULTS
Mutational heterogeneity in MPS I patients

Of the 22MPS I patients, 17were fully genotyped and 5were
identified with only one mutation. Eleven different mutations
including four nonsense mutations (Q70X, W402X, R621X,
and R628X), five missense mutations (R162I, G208D, D315Y,
P533R, and S633L), and two small deletions (1352delG,
1952del25bp) were identified. Table 2 summarizes the defined
genotypes and single mutant allele, detected SNP alleles, and
recognized phenotypes among the patients. Themost frequent
disease-causingmutations in our patient samples were the two
previously described common mutations in the Caucasian
population, W402X and Q70X,6 which accounted for approx-
imately 39% (17/44) and 30% (13/44) of the total mutant al-
leles, respectively. The homozygotes and compound heterozy-
gotes involving one and two of the common mutations were
detected in 82% (18/22) of our patients. Mutations D315Y,
P533R, R621X, R628X, and S633L were recurrent mutations
previously reported in literature.5,6,17,18 Two novel missense
mutations, R162I and G208D, were detected. Compound het-
erozygote R162I/R621X was found in cultured trophoblasts of
an affected fetus. The G208Dmutant allele was found in com-
bination with the Q70X allele in one patient. A family study
revealed the transmission of a paternal haplotypeQ33H-Q70X
and a maternal haplotype N181-G208D-A361T-T388 to the
affected proband (Fig. 1). The novel mutation G208D is situ-
ated at the same codon as the previously described G208 V,
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which has been shown to be responsible for Hurler phenotype
by clinical observation and in vitro cDNA expression assay.18

Two small deletions were detected. The 1352delG could cause
a frameshift starting from codon 422 and resulted in a prema-

ture termination in codon 439. The 1952del25bp could cause a
deletion of codons 622–629, a frameshift in subsequent cod-
ing, and an extended termination downstream of the normal
termination codon.

Table 1
Synthesized oligonucleotides and selected restriction enzymes for IDUA SNP polymorphism study

Primer
namea Synthesized oligonucleotides (5�-3�)

Amplicon
size (bp)

SNP locus (selected
restriction enzyme)

A570F AGCACGCGTGGCCATGCGTC 149 A8 (BbvI), A20 (HhaI),

A718Rm AGCGCCGCAGGGGCCACAGCTCGCG Q33H (NlaIII)

B440F CGGGGCCTGAGCTACAACTTC 171 L118 (KpnI)

B610R TGAATGGACATCCAAGGACTCAGAG

B1310Fm AGTGGAACTTCGAGACGTGCAA 206 N181 (BsrDI)

B1515R GCATCGTAGTAGTTCAGGAAGC

B1759F CGCTGACCCTGGTGGTGCTGAGGC 218 A314 (HaeIII)

B1976Rm CCTCACCACCATTGCCGCGTAGGTC

B2080F CGCAGGTCATCACGCAGCATCA 142 A361T (HaeIII)

B2221Rm CTGGAATCGCGCGGTGAGCGTTCGC

B2094F AGCATCAGAACCTGCTACTG 272 T388 (HaeIII)

B2365R CTTCGCAGGAGCCGCTCCCCAGCC

B2547Fm ATGAGGAGCAGCTCTGTGCCGA 112 T410 (Sau96I)

B2658Rm CAGGCGTCGGCCTGTCCCTGG

aThe primer name: A and B denote IDUA genomic segments A and B, respectively, and numbers indicate the 5� sequence of the primers based on Scott et al.4; F and
R denote forward and reverse, and m denotes primer sequence modified as indicated by underlined nucleotides.

Table 2
IDUA gene mutations detected in 22 patients with MPS I

Case count Mutant genotype Nucleotide change
Effects on
coding

Clinical
subtype Polymorphic alleles detected

2 Q70X/Q70X CAG3TAG at 296 in exon 2 Glu3Term. Hurler (Q33H/Q33H)

5 W402X/W402X TGG3TAG at 1293 in exon 9 Trp3Term. Hurler (A8, A20, L118/L118)

5 Q70X/W402X Hurler (Q33H, L118)

1 G208D/Q70X GGT3GAT at 711 in exon 6 Gly3Asp Hurler Q33H, N181, A361T, T388

1 D315Y/Q70X GAC3TAC at 1031 in exon 7 Asp3Tyr Hurler Q33H

1 R628X/Q70X CGA3TGA at 1970 in exon 14 Arg3Term. Hurler Q33H

1 1352delG/W402X GCC3CC (codon 422) in exon 9 FS, PT Hurler L118

1 R162I/R621X AGA3ATA at 573 in exon 4 Arg3Ileu N/A Q33H/Q33H

CGA3TGA at 1949 in exon 14 Arg3Term.

1 Q70X/— N/A R105Q

1 W402X/— N/A A8, A20, L118

1 P533R/— CCG3CGG at 1686 in exon 11 Pro3Arg N/A A8, A20, R105Q, L118/L118,
A314, A361T, T410,
V454I

1 1952de125bp/— del 25bp from codon 622 in exon 14 FS, ET N/A

1 S633L/— TCG3TTG at 1986 in exon 14 Ser3Leu Hurler-Scheie L118

Mutation in bold is described in following column; the numbering of changed nucleotide is based on Scott et al.3 Symbols and abbreviations: —, secondmutant allele
not identified; Term., stop codon; FS, frameshift; PT, premature termination; ET, extended termination; N/A, clinical information not available.
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For the 11 SNPs detected in the IDUA gene of the 22 patients
studied, 7 (A8, A20, L118, N181, A314, T388, and T410) were
silent mutations and four (Q33H, A361T, R105Q, and V454I)
were missense mutations (Table 2). The Q33H-Q70X haplo-
type was observed in one case with homozygote Q70X and in
six cases of compound heterozygotes involving the Q70X and
other mutations. Another haplotype, L118-W402X, was ob-
served in one case with homozygote W402X and in three cases
with compound heterozygotes involving the W402X and other
mutations. The L118 allele was previously reported as KpnI
site,9 and its association with a major MPS I mutation was
suggested by linkage disequilibrium.19 Our data suggest that
Q33H-Q70X and L118-W402X might be two representative
haplotypes in Caucasian MPS I patients.

SNP frequency and haplotype inference in the IDUA gene

PCR-based restriction enzyme assay was performed on nine
IDUA intragenic SNPs. The alleles that differ from the pub-

lished sequences were denoted as the polymorphic alleles. The
allelic frequency of each SNP allele was calculated as the per-
centage of polymorphic allele in the given total number of
polymorphic and normal alleles. The cDNA locations, de-
tected allelotypes, and calculated allelic frequencies of the nine
SNPs are summarized in Table 3. The observed distribution of
homozygous and heterozygous allelotypes was compared with
the expectations from the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium by �2

test. The results indicate that the observed allelic frequencies
were in good fitness with Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (P val-
ues ranged from 0.2–0.96 for all alleles in Caucasians and
0.44–0.99 for alleles in African Americans). One exception
was that of Q33H in African American controls (P value of
0.02). Differences in allelic frequencies for the nine SNPs be-
tween American Caucasians and African Americans were ob-
served. The allelic frequencies from our samples were also dif-
ferent from those previously reported from an Australian

Fig. 1 (A) Sequencing of PCR-amplified genomic fragments from a proband and relatives shows that the proband (II-2) is a compound heterozygote of mutations Q70X and G208D, the
father (I-1) and sister (II-1) are carriers of mutation Q70X, and the mother (I-2) is a carrier of G208D. (B) Pedigree shows the transmission of paternal haplotype Q33H-Q70X and maternal
haplotype N181-G208D-A361T-T388 to the proband.

Table 3
Detected allelotypes and allelic frequencies of the nine IDUA intragenic SNPs

SNPs
Nucleotide change

and cDNA location*

Caucasian American African American

Reference (9)

Allelotype Allele freq. Allelotype Allele freq.

�/� �/� �/� f(�)a �/� �/� �/� f(�)

A8 112C3A in exon 1 12 24 19 0.44 5 26 24 0.33 0.31

A20 148G3A in exon 1 12 21 20 0.43 5 24 26 0.31 —

Q33H 187G3T in exon 1 0 19 36 0.17 2 5 48 0.08 0.09

L118 440T3C in exon 3 1 25 26 0.26 6 22 27 0.31 0.22

N181 631T3C in exon 5 2 12 42 0.14 0 15 40 0.14 —

A314 1030G3C in exon 7 1 10 45 0.11 0 14 41 0.13 —

A361T 1169G3A in exon 8 1 11 44 0.12 1 13 41 0.14 0.20

T388 1252G3C in exon 8 2 13 41 0.15 0 15 40 0.14 —

T410 1318C3G in exon 9 0 10 45 0.09 0 16 39 0.15 0.22

aThe numbering of the IDUA cDNA position is based on Scott et al.3 � and � denote polymorphic and normal allele, respectively. f(�) � f(�/�) � 1/2f(�/�).
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population.9 This might be explained by the inherent differ-
ences between the tested populations that were from different
geographic regions. In the present study, we observed the si-
multaneous occurrence of a similar type of allelotype in the A8
and A20 of IDUA gene segment A and in the N181, A314,
A361T, T388, and T410 of segment B. Three major allelotype
patterns of A8-A20 pairwise at segment A, A1{C/C-G/G},
A2{C/A-G/A}, and A3{A/A-A/A}, were observed in 32%, 35%,
and 19% of Caucasian controls, respectively, and 44%, 43%,
and 9% of African-American controls, respectively. Allelotype
associations in N181-A314-A361-T388-T410 at segment B
showed two major patterns, B1 {T/T-G/G-G/G-G/G-C/C} and
B2 {T/C-G/C-G/A-G/C-C/G}. The two patterns B1 and B2 ac-
counted for 75% and 13% in Caucasians, respectively, and
69% and 24% in African Americans, respectively. The results
suggest the existence of two common haplotype structures
C-G and A-A at A8-A20 in segment A, and also two common
haplotype structures T-G-G-G-C and C-C-A-C-G at N181-
A314-A361-T388-T410 in segment B. Haplotypes inferred
from the allelotype data were constructed by a Haplotyper pro-
gram, which uses a Bayesian Monte Carlo method with the
underlying statistical model similar to that of expectation-
maximization algorithm.16 The results indicate the presence of
15 haplotypes in the tested African-American samples and 17
haplotypes in the Caucasian samples. The two common hap-
lotypes at A8-A20 pair, C-G and A-A, had frequencies of 54%
and 38% in Caucasian controls, respectively, and 67% and
31% in African-Americans, respectively. The frequencies of
the two common haplotypes at N181-A314-A361-T388-T410,
T-G-G-G-C, and C-C-A-C-G were 84% and 6% in Caucasian
controls, respectively, and 84% and 12% in African-Ameri-
cans, respectively. Figure 2A shows the constructs and frequen-
cies of 12 major haplotypes (H1 to H12). Haplotypes with fre-
quency �1% in both tested populations were considered rare
variations and not included in the figure.

DISCUSSION

The IDUA gene is divided into 14 exons spanning approxi-
mately 19 kb on human chromosome 4p16.3.4 PCR-based
DNA sequencing has been a widely used approach for muta-
tion detection in patients with MPS I.5,6 Experience from our
laboratory and from another laboratory has demonstrated
some limitations of this approach.6,18 In five cases, we could
not identify a second mutation. Several explanations for the
detection failure have been suggested. The major concerns in-
clude the insufficient sensitivity of the detection methods, the
nature of IDUA gene content, and the variations of mutations.
The RT-PCR–based method could likely miss some large de-
letions, rearrangements, and mutations in intronic or regula-
tory sequences, or mutations causing unstable and reduced
amount of IDUA mRNA. The high GC content of the IDUA
gene makes it possible that a mutation could be missed because
of GC compressions despite efforts to sequence both cDNA
and genomic amplicons. The existence of multiple polymor-
phic alleles in the IDUA gene also introduces extra effort in

distinguishing disease-causing mutations from neutral poly-
morphisms.6,9,19,20 The following is a compiled list of intra-
genic SNP loci: A8(C/A), A20(G/A), Q33H(G/T), R105Q(G/
A), G116R(G/A), L118(T/C), N181(T/C), A314(G/C),
A361T(G/A), T388(G/C), T410(C/G), V454I(G/A), and
R489(C/T). All of the SNPs, except Q33H, L118, and R489,
occur in CpG dinucleotides and, therefore, are suggested to be
hotspots for in situ methylation-deamination process. Never-
theless, our experience from mutation analysis of the 22 MPS I
patients indicates that approximately 90% of mutant alleles
will be detected by the PCR-based approach. Further analysis
of the intronic and regulatory sequences of the IDUA gene will
be required to increase the detection rate.

Several studies have described mutations in the IDUA gene.
To date, a compilation of 39 nucleotide substitutions (mis-
sense/nonsense), 4 splicing mutations, 7 small deletions, 6
small insertions, and 1 small insertion/deletion in the IDUA
gene are listed in the Human Gene Mutation Database.21 The
present report will add four novel mutations to the mutation
spectrum of the IDUA gene. The diversity of disease-causing
mutations and the distribution of multiple polymorphic alleles
are two characteristics of the human IDUA gene. In our patient

Fig. 2 Polymorphism alleles and disease-causing mutations in the IDUA gene. (A) The
constructs and frequencies of major haplotypes inferred from the Bayesian Haplotyper
program. The number of chromosomes analyzed was 112 for Caucasian controls and 110
for African Americans. Black box and gray box denote the two common haplotypes in
segments A and B of the IDUA gene, respectively. (B) characterized homozygous muta-
tions and associated clinical phenotype (� denotes pseudo allele).
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samples, the two common mutations W402X and Q70X ac-
counted for about 39% and 30% of the total mutant alleles and
involved about 80% of patient genotypes. This result is consis-
tent with the previous reports that the two are the most com-
mon mutations in Caucasian populations.6 Therefore, a rapid
method of detecting an IDUA mutation profile consisting of
the two common mutations and other frequent recurrent mu-
tations could be developed for routine screening among Cau-
casian patients.

One important feature of the IDUA gene mutations is the
variety of common mutations and the variations of relative
frequency of these mutations in different ethnic populations at
different geographic regions. IDUA gene mutations identified
from Japanese,7 Arab,22 and Chinese patients20,23 show a dif-
ferent mutational spectrum from those detected in Cauca-
sians.6,24 The relative frequency of common mutations and
frequent recurrent mutations show obvious geographic heter-
ogeneity.6–8,25–28 Table 4 lists the relative frequencies and clin-
ical impacts of major IDUA mutations in different ethnic
groups and geographic regions. The considerable mutational
and geographic heterogeneity indicates that mutations in the
IDUA gene might result from an independent mutagenesis
process occurring in different populations at different times.
Another important feature for the IDUA gene is the presence of
multiple SNPs and possible major haplotype structures. Our
observation on the possible linkage between Q33H and Q70X
as well as L118 and W402X suggests the separate origins for the
two common mutations in the Caucasian population. This re-
sult is consistent with previous reports that the two common
mutations are associated with different haplotypes.17,24 The in-
ferred haplotypes of A8-A20 and N181-A314-A361T-T388-
T410 in our data require further confirmation from study of a
larger sample population and assay of familiar haplotype seg-
regation. It seems that the presence of two major haplotype
structures C-G and A-A in segment A for A8-A20, and T-G-G-
G-C and C-C-A-C-G in segment B for N181-A314-A361T-
T388-T410 may require a simultaneous mutagenesis process
and an allelic maintenance mechanism. This raises interesting

questions about the mutagenesis mechanism and functional
implications of these SNP alleles.

The ultimate goal of mutation analysis is to establish a gen-
otype-phenotype correlation to provide a more accurate diag-
nosis of clinical subtypes and allow for improved prediction of
disease progression. The combination of heterogeneous muta-
tions in compound heterozygotes and the presence of multiple
IDUA polymorphic alleles have made it difficult to assess the
mutational effects. However, genotype-phenotype correlation
observed from patients with homozygous mutant genotypes
substantiated by functional assays such as enzyme kinetics or
transfectional cDNA expression would be more reliable. Fig-
ure 2B shows the recognized genotype-phenotype correlation
for cases with homozygous mutations and functional assays by
review of literature.12,18,20,24,25,29,30 A pseudodeficient allele
identified in a compound heterozygote with W402X was also
included.31 A general conclusion is that the IDUA gene has four
sets of sequence variations: (1) null mutations and mutations
causing coding disruption in a homozygous setting are most
likely related to severe phenotype, (2) missense mutations re-
sult in a wide spectrum of clinical phenotypes ranging from
severe to mild and require extensive study to characterize the
functional impact, (3) pseudodeficient allele is rare and little is
known about its effect on enzyme activity, and (4) polymor-
phic alleles are present as genetic background but may have
minimal or no impact on phenotypes. Different combinations
of the first three sets of mutations in compound heterozygotes
contribute to the spectrum of clinical heterogeneity in the MPS
I patients.
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Table 4
Emerging ethnic/geographic heterogeneity of major mutations for MPS I

Phenotype
Major IDUA

mutations
Europe6

(n � 46)
USA

(n � 22)
Italy25

(n � 27)
Spain26

(n � 20)
Russia27

(n � 25)
Brazil28

(n � 24)
Morocco8

(n � 13)
Japan7

(n � 19)

MPS IH G51D 9

Q70X 35 30 13 10 44 2 — —

704ins5 18

W402X 37 39 11 60 4 21 — —

MPS IH/S A327P 6 8

P533R 2 11 10 15 92

MPS IS R89Q 2 24

R383H 2

n denotes number of cases studied; USA data from this report. Values are percentages.
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